
Lesson 3
Periodic Table



Periodic Table
Elements on the periodic table are classified 
and arranged in four basic patterns. 

1. Atomic number: the number of protons 
(positively charged particle) in the 
nucleus of an element.



Increases 



Increases 



2. Metal vs. Non metals: separated by the 
staircase line. 

metals



3. Groups (or families): vertical columns 
that have similar properties. 

4. Periods: horizontal rows with repeated 
trends of reactivity. 



Symbol
Atomic Mass

Atomic Number
Charge 
(if ion)

Reading the Element KEY
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The periodic table can also list the physical
state (phase) of the element at room temperature.

Black indicates a solid
Gray area indicates a gas
Bold indicates a liquid (Hg, and Br only)

Other physical properties such as
Electronegativity (attraction to electrons) and
molar mass can also be determine by using your
key on the periodic table.



Families of the Periodic Table
Group IA: Alkali Metals

Elements are highly reactive.
Contain most reactive metal: Francium
They are silver coloured, very ductile and
react with air or water



Group IIA: Alkaline Earth Metals

Similar to alkalies but not as reactive in air.
Oxidize with air to form a protective coating.



Group VIIA or 17:  Halogens - “Salt Formers”

React well with metals to form compounds similar to
salts. Most diverse Group. Contain all phases.
Contains the most reactive non-metal: Flourine (it
can dissolve glass)



Group VIIA or 18: Nobel Gases.

Seldom reacts to form compounds.
They are called the “Inert Gases.”



           Group B elements: Transition Metals

Typical metals such as copper, iron zinc and silver.
Transition Metals have wide variety of
characteristics.



             Metal and Non-Metal Staircase:

Metals and Non-Metals are separated by a staircase.
Any element (except for hydrogen) on the left side is
a metal and any element on the right side is a non
-metal. (There are some exceptions.)



Now you try:

Can you match the following elements to the correct
Family? (use your periodic table)

A. Sodium 1. Noble Gas
B. Neon 2. Non-metal
C. Cl 3. Alkali Metals
D. Mg 4. Transition Metal
E. Copper 5. Alkali Earth Metal
F.  O 6. Halogen



Metal vs Non-Metal Properties

Metals
- solid (except Hg)
- silver colour (except for copper, gold)
- ductile & maleable
- conduct heat/electricity
- react with acid to form hydrogen gas

Non - Metals
- s, l, g
- all colours
- no
- no
- some



Metaloids
- nonmetals along the staircase line, have some of the

properties of metals mainly they can conduct electricity
(semi-conductors) ex silicon - computer chips

Last Two Groups - found at the bottom of the periodic table

Rare Earths / Lanthanide Series : atomic #’s 58 - 71

Trans Uranium / Actinide Series : Made in nuclear reactors
  #’s 90 - _____



Assignment

Quiz: Date ……?
You will need to know first 30 elements.
a) location
b) symbol
c) name (spelling)
d) atomic number
and abcd for gold and silver.


